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BRIEFLY
Inside
Candidate! profiled:
The BG News begins a
profile of the 13 candidates
for the 12 USG at-large senate seats. Today, sixnopef uls will be featured.
►■See page 3.
Men* swimming final*:

The men's swimming
team travels to Athens,
Ohio for the Mid-American
Conference men's swimming championship, which
begins today at Ohio University.
►•See SPORTS page 6.

Campus
USG hopeful* debate:
The BG News and Sigma
Pi Alpha, the political science f raternity.are sponsoring a debate between the
five USG presidential candidates. The debate will
take place 7:30 in 121 West
Hall and is free and open to
the public.

State
Ohloant remembered:

Following is a list of
Ohioans who have died
while serving in the Persian
Gulf: Killed in Action:
• Army Staff Sgt. Tony
Applegate, 28, Portsmouth
• Army Spc. Clarence A.
Cash, 20, Ashland
• Navy Lt. Robert J.
Dwyer, 32, Worthington
• Army Staff Sgt. Jonathan Kamm, 25, Mason
• Army Spc. Anthony W.
Kidd, 21, Lima
• Marine Lance Cpl.
James H. Lumpklns, 22,
New Richmond
Killed in Non-combat Incidents:
• Marine Cpl. Dennis W.
Betz, 22, Alliance
• Air Force Capt. Thomas
R. Caldwell, 32, Columbus
• Marine Capt. Kevin R.
Dolvin, 29, Canton
• Marine Capt. Jonathan
R. Edwards, Terrace Park
• Army Sgt. Ira L. Foreman, Dayton
• Air Force Staff Sgt.
Rande J. Hulec, Cleveland
• Army Spc. Robert
Noonan, Cincinnati
• Army National Guard
Spc. Brian K. Spackman,
Niles
Thumbs-up to Bush:

President Bush's wartime
leadership raised his apBroval rating to an all-time
igh among Ohioans who
were surveyed, according to
poll results Wednesday.
The Ohio Poll, conducted
Feb. 23 through March 1,
found 86 percent of the participants approved of
Bush's performance, and 90
Krcent approved of his
ndling of the Persian Gulf
War.
Among the 12 percent who
disapproved of Bush's overall performance, most cited
opposition to the war, the
poll said. The remaining 2
percent indicated they did
not know.
The results were based on
telephone interviews of 642
Ohioans. The poll was conducted and sponsored by the
University of Cincinnati's
Institute for Policy
Research.

Weather
Clouds with flurries:
Today, partly cloudy and

not as warm. Highs mainly
in the 30s.
Ton
Tonight
mostly
clear and
cold. Lows
from 15 to
the lower
20s. Friday,
sunny and
a little
warmer.
Highs from the upper 30s to
middle 40s.
compiled from local and
wire reports

The BG News
Bush states U.S. goal
of Israeli-Arab peace
WASHINGTON (AP)- President Bush proclaimed a triumphant end to the Persian Gulf War
on Wednesday night and set his sights on a broader
peace in the Middle East. "The tune has come to
put an end to Arab-Israeli conflict," he said, urging compromise in the troubled region.
A hero's welcome greeted Bush on Capitol Hill,
exactly one week after he announced a conditional
cease-fire in the 42-day conflict.
"As commander in chief," Bush said, "I can report to you: our armed forces fought with honor
and valor. As president, I can report to the nation:
aggression is defeated. The war is over."
The House chamber was awash with red, white
and blue from 600 American flags as lawmakers
greeted the president.
With Saddam Hussein's army driven out of Kuwait, Bush announced the withdrawal of American
troops from the Gulf. He said the first large contingent of soldiers would leave Saudi Arabia by
midnight Wednesday. More than 537,000 U.S.
troops were sent off to war.

"This is just the beginning of a steady flow of
American troops coming home," Bush told a joint
session of Congress in a nationally broadcast
speech.
"We're coming home now. Confident. Heads
high. There is much that we must do at home and
abroad. And we will do it. We are Americans,"
Bush said.
"Tonight in Iraq, Saddam walks amidst ruin,"
Bush said. "His war machine is crushed. His ability to threaten mass destruction is itself destroyed.
... For all that Saddam has done to his own people,
to the Kuwaitis and to the entire world, Saddam
and those around him are accountable."
The speech marked a sweet moment of personal
triumph for Bush. Many congressional Democrats
had second-guessed Bush throughout his sevenmonth showdown with Saddam, urging him not to
go to war and then not to launch a ground
offensive.
a See tUf H, page 5.

Faculty forum focuses
on curriculum changes
"I agree we ought to have a
place where radical ideas and
radical methods of educators are
worked with all the time," he
Discussion concerning the Uni- said.
Other people suggested reversity's general education core
highlighted University President forms in the general education
Paul Dlscamp's second faculty core, changes which would increase the number of core classes
open forum Wednesday.
About 10 faculty members and students are required to take.
Philip Terrie, associate profesnearly 20 adsor of American culture studies,
ministrators
said he supports increases in retalked about
quired classes, specifically enviways to imronmental studies.
prove teaching
"It's a great idea, but a number
and about makof people have said 'you'll never
ing changes in
get it,'" he said.
the curriculum.
Olscamp said the problem with
Dawn Glanz,
increasing the general education
assistant dean
core lies with departments who
in the College of Olscamp
are anxious to have their classes
Arts and Sciences, suggested a center for included in the core to generate
"radical ideas" concerning cur- more student credit hours. The
number of faculty jobs a departriculum change.
Olscamp agreed, saying if col- ment is allocated is linked to stulege deans and Vice President of dent credit hours or SCHs.
"Anything which potentially
Academic Affairs Eloise Clark
find funds to divert from other threatens SCHs is very threatenprograms, he would recommend ing to some departments," he
such a center to the University said.
Olscamp suggested Terrie
Board of Trustees.
by Jeremy Stone Weber
staff writer

Sigma Nu
suspended
indefinitely
by Jennifer Today
staff writer

As a result of the Sigma
Nu/Delta Upsilon dual date
party last October, the Sigma
Nu's charter has been officially
suspended indefinitely by their
National Headquarters.
Jeff Ulmen, past elected Sigma
Nu president, said their National
Headquarters informed the chapter of the decision to suspend
their charter last week.
Consequently, the chapter
members cannot operate as a
chapter for an indefinite period of
time he said.
"Our charter's suspension
could be for one semester or for
four years," Ulmen said. "It's a
matter of waiting to see when a
Eood time would be to come
ack."
Maurice Littlefield, executive
director of Sigma Nu National
Headquarters, said the decision
to place the University Sigma Nu
chapter on suspension was made
in December for three reasons.
"The first reason was due to an
alcohol violation, which was our
primary concern, because this
was a violation of law, policy,
fraternity and land," Littlefield
said. "This was a result of the
dual date party last October."
Also, the charter was suspended because this chapter was
"continually under the number of
members to meet minimum expectations" and the chapter's
scholarship was not sufficient, he
said.
No stipulations have been
placed on the charter's suspen:

See

SUSPENSION,

page 4.

work within the structure of existing classes to implement environmental studies teaching.
Chemistry Professor Arthur
Brecher said he is concerned
about the high number of students who must take more than
four years to earn a bachelor's
degree, and the inability of many
students to find work in their
fields after graduation.
Olscamp said he did not think
an inordinate number of University graduates are unmarketable
and said the increase in many
students'stays at theUniversityis
welcome.
"I think that's fine -1 think it's
long overdue," he said. "I wish a
five to five and a half baccalaureate degree time was standard."
Olscamp also responded to
questions about improving faculty's teaching effectiveness by advocating techonological use, specifically computer-aided instruction.
He said Hayes Hall will be
turned into a center for such activity.
□ See FORUM, page 3.

Shadowy Reflection

SO N«wt/Siephoni. l.wli

After volunteering at the Wood County Hospital Wednesday
afternoon, sophomore nursing major Karen Oklcki prepares to
cross Clough Street on her way back to campus. Today's forecast calls for partly cloudy skies with a high near 30 degrees.

Law nixed legal dorm parties
by John Kohlstrand
city editor

Editors note: The third part
of this underage-drinking series focuses on changes in University residence halls.
The golden era of on-campus
keg parties disappeared along
with the 19-year-old drinking
age, but University alumnus
Mark Spicer recalls parties at
ConklinHall.
"They were pretty famous,
actually," Spicer remembered
fondly. "There was never anything like a Conklin floor
party."
Now a manager at Quarters
Cafe, 1414 E. Wooster St., the
1989 University graduate and
former resident adviser described himself as the last in a
line of RAs who threw the best
keg parties on campus — in
contrast to the small, private
drinking occuring on campus
today.
His older brother, also a
former Conklin Hall resident,
often invited Spicer to campus.

"I saw every [Conklin] party
since 1980 or so," he said.
Parties were usually organized by the residents of one
floor, who registered a guest
list with Residential Services
days in advance.
"The rule was that for every
50 legal drinkers, you could
have one keg of beer and there
was a maximum of four kegs."
Spicer said. "The truth is,
there would be a hell of a lot
more than 200 people there."
Guests would pack an entire
floor, partying from room to
room and often bringing supplemental alcoholic beverages.
"It took 10 minutes to get
from one end of the floor to the
other," he said. "In the TV
lounge, you had a DJ set up
with everybody dancing. The
kegs were in the utility room,
catty-corner to the lounge."
University policy toward
large parties has not changed
significantly since the early
1980s — only the drinking age
has.
"The only way you were allowed to have a floor party was

v'o>£ -*v*y v
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UNDERAGING IN
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if 50 percent of the people on
that floor were legal," Spicer
said. "Back when I was first
attending them, the drinking
age was 18. So sure, it was no
problem having enough people
to make them legal."
But today, no residence hall
or floor qualifies for an alcoholic party, according to Barbara
Keller, director of Residential
Services.
She sees the changes in the
drinking age and its effect on

campus life as beneficial.
"I think the absence of alcohol has influenced more positively the kinds of programs
that we have," she said.
"When one is planning a social
program, residents have to be
more creative."
All too often, events were organized with the primary purpose of getting drunk, she said.
Themes and reasons for partying were rarely developed
beyond the alcoholic aspect.
Since the arrival of the
21-year-old drinking age, it has
been a challenge for residencehall staffs to come up with activities capable of holding the
interest of their residents.
Also the peer pressure to
conform to the drinking habits
of others has changed, she
said.
"When alcohol was legal, it
was very difficult for students
who would choose not to
drink," he said. "The whole issue of peer pressure and alcohol is very real."
O See DRINKING, page 5.

USG campaign violations alleged
by Robert Davidson
staff writer

Allegations of Undergraduate Student
Government campaign violations are
mounting and threaten to disqualify presi
dential/vice-presidential teams.
Accusations include the ripping down of
campaign posters and reports of presidential/vice-presidential teams exceeding
the $200 campaign expense limit, according
to Carol EUensohn, acting chairperson of the
USG Elections and Opinions Board. EUensohn would not disclose names of the ac-

cused, nor the nature of the reported
offenses. She said USG rules mandate the
candidates found guilty of campaign violations be removed from the race.
She fears disclosing the violations before
EOB's official rulings might unfairly hinder
the chances of innocent candidates being elected.
"We are trying to run as fair an election as
possible," she said.
This is the first year candidates must produce expense reports. However, she believes
teams might cover-up overspending by not
showing all their receipts.
Expenses must be reported to EOB by the

close of polls, 11 p.m., March 13.
Candidates contacted said they do not believe they have committed any violations
and would not be expelled from the race.
There are five candidates competing in the
election scheduled for next Tuesday and
Wednesday.
EUensohn stressed rulings on any charges
that could disqualify a team would be made
before elections, but she did not specify a
date.
According to EUensohn, candidates are
responsible for monitoring each other's actions and may f Ue complaints with EOB until 8 a.m., March 14 —the day after the election.
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Editorial
Restitution needed
to solve S & L woes
Considering the slap-on-the wrist judgments
passed down to the so-called "Keating Five" last
week, one can surmise the priority with which our
government is approaching the Savings and Loan
crisis.
The Senate Ethics Committee handed down a ruling
as nebulous in its finding as the savings and loan
crisis is complex. The only senator who may be investigated further is Senator Alan Cranston, and he is
currently battling cancer.
It seems the Senate Ethics Committee found its fall
guy.
Capitol Hill gave us a show, called it "The Keating
Five and attempted to smokescreen the nation's most

debilitating financial crisis. The taxpayers deserve
better.
The vague findings of the ethics committee have
little to do with actually resolving the crisis which has
robbed individuals of their life's savings and brought
ruin to thousands.
It seems the government is more interested in finding a whipping boy than channeling its power into serving those victimized by the illegal practices of megabucks loan financing. By erecting these smokescreens
for the general public to wander through, those responsible for our multi-billion dollar problem are getting
off.
Charles Keating — who the senators are supposed to
have done favors for in exchange for money — is in the
center of the storm. Now that he is unable to bring
down the halls of government, given the Senate Ethics
Committee finding, perhaps a serious probe into his
connections can take place.
The stakes in this game become higher, considering
that Neil Bush, son of our president, has been found
skirting the edges of the crisis with his ties to banks in
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Truth delivers brutal rewards of insight
Jim Morrison, others embraced the reality; most others shun it
Fear moves like a blade blast past him. Sort of like the
through the streets of Bowling momentum of war and history.
Green. The Modern Ecclesiastic The engineer curses and blesses
winces against the night wind himself for avoiding a catasblowing across 1-75 into the cam- trophe that never would have
pus through the shanty-college happened.
apartments. He watches the LiThe Lizard King laughs once
zard King in leather pants pick up again and wanders under the pale
a six pack at Racketeer's and moonlight between the shining
wander down the railroad tracks.
A copy of The News blows like a
schizophrenic pigeon into his
path. The erotic politician looks
down on the editorial page and
reads that George Bush Is right.
He cracks open a can of Old
Milwaukee, laughs at the hypocrisy and wanders down the track by
into the full-throated howl of a
Chuck
freight train barreling down on
him. The hypocrisy causes him to
Travis
look straight into the glare of the
train's lamp. The engineer has
soiled his pants, for he believes columnist
there is actually a suicide about
to splatter the front of his diesel
rails. In his wake, he leaves beer
The Modem Ecclesiastic knows cans, crushed like aluminum
better. The Lizard King, being of flowers, on the trestles.
And for the Modern Ecclesithe other side, has slipped from
the silver screen at Woodland astic, there is no hiding from the
fear now. It is the inner howl of
Mall into Bowling Green.
After finding the railroad truth that we all must face. Jim
tracks, he followed them into Morrison in his beautiful arrotown. Metaphorically he followed gance tried to embrace it. A trip
them into the heart of our coun- to the desert to trip-out on peyote
try, for Bowling Green runs with revealed to him his truth and
the blood of the heartland.
fate. But because his cultural
At the last instant he side-steps roots were not rooted in the Inoff the tracks and lets the great dian tradition of seeking truth, he
tonnage of iron, diesel and grease was swallowed by the dark side of

Word Up

his peyote-induced experience,
and he burned out like a shooting
star blazing across a twilight sky.
There are so many ways that
people escape the howl of truth.
One can get smashed on beer
and pot and acid and pretend that
the doors of their perceptions are
being opened. One can internalize
the bathing vapor lights of television and follow a scripted life.
One can believe politics will solve
the world's woes. Joining clubs,
fraternities or sororities is a way
to join a herd intent on ignoring
the howl. There are an eternity of
ways to ignore the howl of truth.
But if you are intent on embracing truth, many times the forces
that run from the howl of truth
will try to destroy you. It happened to Christ; he came into a
world fraught with political and
moral strife, spoke the language
of love and the religious poBticos
strung him up to die naked before
mankind.
Same thing with Gandhi. The
father of civil disobedience paid a
deadly price for his non-violent
stand. Martin Luther King is a
partner in all this as well. A black
man, with the dignity and courage to tell his oppressors that he
will not participate in his oppression, was gunned down on a warm
Memphis evening.
It goes on and on. And in the
desperation of our lives, we hide
from the howl of our own truths.
One can complain about the state
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Colorado.
Whatever shell game is taking place behind closed
doors, the point remaining is that restitution must take
place in order for the crisis to be resolved. Those responsible for the debacle must be held accountable.
Michael Milken, the Junk-Bond King, was sentenced
up to 27 years and had to pay $600 million dollars in
fines — $400 million of those in restitution. The ruling
set a precedent that our nation's judicial system win
not tolerate such corrupt business practices.
In the case of the savings and loan crisis, legislation
should be enacted to return the money to those who lost
their life savings. Given the ability of this country to
mobilize as it did during the Persian Gulf War, slapping senators on the wrist as a token gesture of responsibility is pathetic. We should turn the forces of justice
inward to the domestic crises that exist.
Who is going to restitute the saving and loans victims? If our government is merely going to clear its
own members and call the crisis solved, then our
government for the people and by the people — is indeed failing the people.

LETTERS
also now see men and women
"crashing" at someone's apartment or room with the doors unlocked. A few hours later, a woman will wake up with a man on top
of her. Through The News , the
PEP talk programs and campus
staff, we need to educate our stuEditor, The News:
I would like to thank Greg Wat- dents about \.hat is happening on
son, Morella Raleigh and The campus.
News for addressing the issue of
date/acquaintance rape, the
If you or someone you know has
Sexual Violations Task Force and been sexually assaulted, you
its purpose. I hope The News will should contact the Student Health
continue to keep the student body Services or Wood County Hospital
informed on this particular issue. Emergency Room. At that time,
concerns for pregnancy, sexually
As an OB/GYN nurse practi- transmitted diseases and injury
tioner in Women's Health at the can be provided. Support is also
Student Health Services, I can available. As a health care
say we have averaged one case of professional, I have to report the
date/acquaintance rape per incident to campus safety or the
week. However, according to BG police, depending upon where
national statistics, one out of the felony was committed, even if
every six women on a college the victim refused to report the
assualt. However, when I report
it, I withhold the name of the vic"We have averaged tim.
As the Student Health Services, Campus Safety, city police,
one case of
the Counseling Center and the
date/acquaintance
LINK work together, a network is
being established that can assist
rape per week."
the victim through the process of
becoming a survior.

Students should
take precautions
against date rape

•Barbara Hoffman,
Student Health
Services.

If anyone has any questions or
concerns, they should not hesitate
to contact me at the Student
Health Services.

of world affairs, but if you are ignoring the shadows in your own
Barbara Hoffman,
life, the world will remain essen- campus will be a victim of a
OB/GYN nurse practitioner,
tially the same, regardless of date/acquaintance rape. With
Student Health Services
your political beliefs, your moral those kinds of statistics, I know
and religious principles and your there are many women who are
relationships with other people.
not seeking the help and care they
need when this happens to them.
We are taught to think about 77ie News can help by keeping the
truth as a heads or tails prop- students informed on
Wednesday's story "Vice
osition. Truth in fact does not fol- date/acquaintance rape.
Two or three years ago, when I presidential hopefuls state
low a straight line nor is it twogoals,"
stated that all underaddressed
this
issue
on
campus,
I
sided. It is more like a circle fluctuating with lightness and dark- saw date rape happening at so- graduates with valid student IDs
ness. The truth of our own lives is rority and fraternity functions (including current validation
held in balance by the compasses where alcohol was misused, sticker) are eligible to vote. Acof our own souls. It is within us judgments became impaired and cording to EOB, undergraduate
and fear is usually the natural inhibitions reduced. As sororities voters must be fulltime students.
and fraternities became educated Part-time students cannot vote.
reaction to facing it.
about this situation, the scenario
The article also stated that
For it destroys the old secure has changed. Now, freshmen
ways of looking at the world. So women at off-campus parties are vice-presidential candidate Daas the Lizard King looked into the being escorted back to their mian Billak was a sophomore.
headlight of the fain, it was like dorms and then being raped. I Billakisa junior.
looking into the fear of oncoming
truth, if you followed the preceding analogy. But because truth
exists beyond our physical world,
he was able to side-step it quite
- An Independent Student Voice easily. It is too bad that he had to
destroy himself in this world to
find out that secret.
Editorial Board
So as the Modern Ecclesiastic
turns his collar up to the wind, he
James A. Tinker
editor
can hear the singing of the Lizard
Michelle Banks
Jill Novak
King as it echoes down rail-road
assistant managing editor
managing editor
track, cutting through the fear in
John
Kohlstrand
the night.

Correction

The BG News

city editor

Chuck Travis is Editorial Coordinator for The News.

Charles Toll
editorial editor

Chuck Travis
editorial coordinator

Matthew A. Daneman
copy chief

Ivan Groger
copy chief

Respond
The BG News editorial page is your campus forum. Letters to
the editor should be a
maximum of 200-300
words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and
signed.
The BG News reserves the right to reject any material that
is offensive, malicious or libelous. All
submissions are subject to condensation.
Please address all
submissions to:
Editorial Editor
210 West Hall
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FORUM

USG candidates show diversity
by Julie Potter
staff writer

Editor's note, this is the first of
a two-part look at the 13 candidates vying for 12 USG at-large
senate seats.
Undergraduate Student
Government at-large senator
hopefuls are concerned about a
diverse range of issues, from
campus safety to minority relations to infighting in the current
USG body.
Robin Belcher, sophomore political science major, hopes to
make USG a more productive
body that is involved with the
students.
"Unity is an important issue
that needs to be worked on," Belcher said.
She cited her experience working with a number of groups as a
positive asset of her campaign.
Bringing respect and integrity
back to USG is a goal of Michael
Brennan, sophomore political

science major.
Brennan expressed many concerns he has about campus issues, including the cost of floor
damages in residence halls,
city/campus relations and students' rights, particularly those
of minority and gay students.
"I am very familiar with the issues that are going on around
campus, and I am in touch with
Belcher
Brennan
the things that go on," he said,
when stating why he is qualified is elected.
to be a senator.
StacI Dodds, sophomore business/pre- law major, said the fact
"This university has a lot of she has never been involved in
services for students that could USG will allow her to provide a
be better utilized: for example, fresh outlook for the organizathe student escort service," Alec tion.
Broadfoot, sophomore international business/French major
"USG is there for the students'
said.
benefit, not for their own [the
He said he would like to see senators'] personal gain," Dodds
USG promote these services so said.
students can use them to their
Lobbying for lower tuition and
fullest potential.
campus safety are two major isBroadfoot believes students sues Dodds would like to work on
would feel comfortable approach- if elected.
ing him with their concerns if he
"People don't have a good

: 1 Continued from page 1.

OLscamp also updated faculty
on the upcoming biannual budget,
expected to be released near
March 15.
"My most optimistic view is
we'll have the budget we have
now," he said.
The University has already had
3 percent of its instructional subsidy cut.
The forum was the second of
three originally planned meetings for mis year, but Olscamp
Gaskins
Long said it may be the last one "for a
vid Long, freshman secondary variety of reasons."
education major, believes he is
One of these reasons is not the
qualified to be a senator next turnout, he said.
year.
"I would have liked to see more
faculty members, but there were
"Issues change as the year about as many as at the last one
goes on. Rather than making a lot (in Septemberl," he said. "The
of empty promises about what I opportunity is there — they can't
will and won't work on, I want the say they didn't have their shot."
students I represent to come to
me with the issues they want
worked on and I'll do what I can,"
Long said.
laebtar WM leMlM tank*.
He added he is easy to talk to
and students should feel comfort- H't Qwd.. Hi toy. tad III Tto law.
able coming to him with their
concerns.

'<i>r

Broadfoot

Dodds

image of USG, and I'd like to imFirove that,"Brady Gaskins,
reshman English education
major said.
Gaskins would like to bring
students back into USG and get
them involved in the organization, and he would also like to
work to improve student/University relations.
He believes he may be able to
provide innovative ideas and present views on issues that may not
have been considered.
Experience as a USG senator
this year is the main reason Da-
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203 N. Main St., Bowling Green

Students lef s make sure your Spring Break Is
SAFE & HAPPY
with a
Free Safety Inspection
with

A Lube, Oil and Filter
tor $17.95
Call or stop by 'or on appointment 353-3060
Please bring this ad with you.

BG's Most A ward- Winning Pizza! a

Welcome Aboard New
University Ambassadors
Tarn Manning
Kalli GiteM
Margaret Bojarano
Danisha Ware
Derek Eiler

Skanda Tomlinson
Chad Henderson
Douglas Warldns

Alma Wketsel
Roy Hollmny
Lisa Rea
Martin laeampo
Chris Rigby
Any McClellan
Sherri Porter
Carlos Buron
Mareell Van Swearingen

" Bowl *N' Greenery"
All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00

• Soup 'n' Salad
• Hot Entrees
• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream

• Choice of Beverage
Located in the University Union
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Thursday March 14. 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Sponsored by the College of Musical Aru,
Undergraduate Student Government,
University Activities Organization A World
Student Organization

Forrest Creason Golf Course
Memberships will
be on sale in the
Union Foyer
March 6, 7, & 8
from 11:00-2:00
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Call 372-2674

Ouantum 90 card accepted all day lor off campus students

AFrZH:AW WVEX

Their music has been featured on
NPR's "All Things Considered" and
on the soundtrack of Oliver Stone's
film "Salvador."
Saturday, March 9,1991
8:00 p.m. - Kobacker HaU
Bowling Green State University
Tickets: $5 adults & $3 students
CALL 372-8171

(Regular list price $795)

Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only lor on campus students
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YOLOCAMBA
from El Salvador

Yoji can't
buy Aldus
PageMaker'

Sohio

BG Delivery
Pizza Special

Why Throw Your Money
Away? „•' lt.s tlme to find
an apartment for
Summer 1991!
Don't waste
hundreds of dollars
on a below-average
apartment. You've
seen the rest, now
see the best.
Winthrop Terrace Apts.
352-9135

HcTaii Center daUery
There ti'id be a Reception ojtcr the lecture.

Cbrgpagnit Internationale

International Women's Day
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CLOTHING CONCEPTS
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1 DAY ONLY

TOPS • PANTS • SKIRTS • DRESSES
• ASSORTED SPORTSWEAR

Tuesday, March 12th
10:00 am - 5:00pm
B.G.S.U. Union Main Ballroom

Student Services Forum
9am - lOpm
Friday, March 8
4-5pm Readings - Barb Budon
5-6pm Readings - Robin Rileu
6-6:30pm Poetry - Stephanie Lynch
6:30-7pm Break
7:30-9:30pm SP6CTRUM
Displays All Day
Door prizes will be awarded between sets of
SPECTRUM
Rdmission Free
Sponsored by LUomen for Women
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Unity encouraged for Drug dangers discussed
Prevention Center sponsors awareness contests, videos
Greek Week activities
by Jennifer Taday
staff writer

An attempt is being made to
revise Greek Week in order to encourage participation and unity
among all chapters.
Nicky Pohlmann, Panhellenic
Greek Week chairperson, said
Greek Week is designed to promote the system and the chapters
— not to create competition
among the participants.
"Previously points were awarded and attendance was
stressed," she said. "The points
were based on the number of
members present at the different
events ana then at the end of the
week there was one individual

winner for Greek Week."
However, Pohlmann said she
and her counterpart Dave
Underwood had some new ideas
for Greek Week when they interviewed for their positions, which
included not emphasizing attendance, rather increasing motivation so the chapter members
would want to participate.
Initially, brainstorming meetings regarding Greek Week and
possible changes were given by
Julie Lamont, past Chi Omega
president, she said.
Lamont, senior interpersonal
and public communications
major, said during a president's
meeting last semester Greek
Week was discussed and there
was a mutual agreement changes

were needed.
These events will contribute to
unifying the chapters, which is a
goal for the Greek Week reconstruction, she added.
The revisions are geared
toward next year's Greek Week;
however, there will be slight variations this year, she said.
"There will not be an individual
chapter winner of Greek Week
svei
week,
ek, every chapter is supposed
to benefit from the events,"
Pohlmann said.
However, some chapters expressed a view that their members enjoyed the competition, she
said.
"The revisions will be a progressive change, so this year there
will still be recognition for individual events, such as the variety
show," she said. "We're never
going to be able to satisfy everybody, but motivation and unification have to be increased."
nSeeOREIKf,pageS.

by Greg Watson
staff writer

A recent survey by the Prevention Center
revealed 91 percent of University students do not
they think they have a drinking problem, but 66
percent think one of their friends does have a problem.
Last year 7,000 people died from illegal drug
abuse, 100,000 died from alcohol abuse and 400,000
died from cigarette-related disease. More than (25
million was spent on the care of babies who were
born addictedto crack.
To help students become more aware of the dangers of illegal drug use and excessive alcohol consumption, more than 20 national college organizations around the nation are sponsoring the
National Collegiate Drug Awareness Week this
week.
The University Prevention Center is sponsoring
University activities for the week.
Activities include various anti-drug messages
Cut on University residence halls' bulletin boards,
ivia contests and closed-circuit videos about
drug and alcohol abuse, said Jacqueline Daley, director of the Prevention Center.
One of the major messages the Prevention
Center is communicating this week is the use of alcohol as a drug, Daley said.

"People should think about the consequences of
usingalcohol and drugs." she said.
"[The reaction] has been real positive," Daley
said, adding many people have said the week has
helped them think more about the dangers of drug
and alcohol abuse.
The dangers of using illegal drugs and excessive
amounts of alcohol have been well documented,
but there are also dangers of incorrectly using
prescription drugs.
While there are not many cases of illegal prescription drug use on campus, Cindy Puffer,
pharmacy director at Student Health Center, said
many students have expressed concern about using prescription drugs with alcohol.
People using prescription drugs such as antidepressants, muscle relaxants and cough and
headache medicine with codeine should never
drink alcohol, she said.
People who mix alcohol with prescription drugs
may suffer constipation, stomach cramps, exessive drowsiness and sedation, Puffer said.
Serious overdoses of codeine drugs with alcohol
can lead to a coma or respiratory damage, but
Puffer said such cases are rare.
Students should be cautious about the use of
over-the-counter drugs too, especially ones with
codeine, she added.
"Just because they are over-the-counter drugs
does not mean they are [safe]," Puffer said.

SUSPENSION

Enjoy Better Living in '91 With

SWING
INTO

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO
Rental Office located at Cherrywood
Health Spa
phone: 352-9378

We can satisfy your apartment needs from
efficiencies to two bedroom.

LEASING SUMMER AND FALL
Small Buildings
Mini Mall

Fox Run
Haven House
Piedmont
Birchwood

Houses

All residents will have membership
privileges to Cherrywood Health Spa

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES. DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

Nearly 5QQ UnitS with SUPER locations

X

I

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

and the College of Musical
Arts presents . . .

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

Jazz Trumpet Player

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

JON FADDIS
and Trio

C1 Continued from page 1.
sion, but when the Sigma Nus
come back on campus, Littlefield
said "we want to start from
scratch and strong."
The members nave to live by
the rules of Sigma Nu and have to
make the grades in order for the
chapter to be lifted of their suspension status, he added.
"I'd wager a couple of years
down the road, the Sigma Nus
will be back on campus at Bowling Green," Littlefield said.
Ulmen said the suspension is a
result of a violation to the Sigma
Nu Risk Reduction Policy, which
is an insurance policy, he said.
"It's stated in our National bylaws that we can't furnish kegs or
alcohol to minors and we violated
all of this,'' Ulmen added.
National had to enforce the policy and the Sigma Nus have to
pay the consequences, he said.
"You really don't know what
you have until you lose it," Ulmen
said. "How many times can you
learn that lesson?"
Kim Jones, assistant director
of small group housing and Greek
Life, said her office had to cooperate with Sigma Nus National
decision, and therefore the chapter will not be recognized by the
University, Interfraternity Council or their National organization
at all.
"The suspension shuts down all
operations of the Sigma Nus in
their [National] eyes," Jones
said.
Ulmen said all active members
are now on alumni status and
their pledges and inactive members have the opportunity to rerush since they could not be activated.
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Only $15.50, $12.50, $9.50
with a $2.50 discount for
students with a valid BGSU I.D.

Redeem your orange juice
tokens at
THE GALLEY by Monday,
March 11 lor a chance to win
2 season passes to
CEDAR POINT!
Grand Prize drawing
Tuesday, March 12 in
THE GALLEY!

Saturday, March 16, 1991
8pm • Kobacker Hall
Tickets on sale at Finders &
Kobacker Hall Box Office
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Sports Preview
Monday, March 18, 1991
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PRESENTS

Advertising Deadline: Thursday,
March 7, 4 p.m.

Softball
Baseball
Golf
Tennis
Track
Tabloid Format ■ 11,200 copies
distributed at all regular points
on and oft campus
Bowling Green State University

214 West Hall
(419)372-2601
Fax: (419 )372-2300
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BE THERE ALL NIGHT LONG TO WIN GREAT PRIZES I
SPONSORED BY:
STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICE

1-800-265-1700

TONE AND TAN
434 E WOOSTER
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DRINKING
, Continued from page 1.
But despite the low number of
legal University students living in
the residence halls — in some
halls it approaches zero — the
drinking goes on in small, private
groups.
"I think an RA could make a
pretty good guess about what is
going on behind closed doors,"
Keller said.
She hesitated to discuss the
subject of underage drinking in
residence halls and made it clear
that her office in no way endorsed
such activity. But Keller acknowledged illegal drinking goes
on, and RAs are not expected to
seek it out.
"If there is a reason to approach a room, because of noise
or whatever, then the RA will.
But no one is going around looking for a reason," she said,
'"ftiere are enough problems
without looking for problems."
RA policy is generally to knock
and request noise levels be kept
down. If the presence of alcohol is
undeniable, the RA will ask to enter the room and even key-in
under some circumstances.
"I don't think anyone goes out
looking for it," agreed Rodgers
RA Laura Vincek.
Noise is the main reason she
said she would knock on a door.
"Sometimes I'll be walking by
and they are saying 'drink, drink,
drink,"' she said. "That's happened twice this semester."
At other times, RAs know illegal drinking is occurring but ignore it if there is no disturbance
to others, Vincek said.
She recalled when she was on
the other side of the door — occasionally drinking as a freshman
with friends in Ashley Hall.
"We did, but we made sure we
weren't loud about it," she said.
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BG police release crime statistics
by Lori Millet
city writer
The Bowling Green Police Department recently released their
annual report, which showed a
dramatic increase in disorderly
conduct and liquor law violations
during the past year.
Increased citations in these
areas is probably a result of the
East Merry/Frazee Avenue
block parties, said Police Chief
Galen Ash; adding there were two
block parties versus the usual one
party.
The large number of arrests,
which occurred at the block parties, mostly consisted of disorderly conduct and underage drinking, he said.
Disorderly conduct citations
rose from 185 in 1989 to 215 in 1990
—a jump of 39.7 percent.
If someone is issued a disorderly conduct charge, it means they
have been involved in activities

which disrupt the standards of
the community, Ash said.
"fit can bef any type of behavior [which is) not normal to society, he said.
Disorderly conduct is the least
severe charge someone can
receive. Ash said, stating it results in a misdemeanor and a $50
fine.
Liquor law violations increased
from69in 1988 to263in 1990. Citations issued for underage drinking and open container would be
included in this category, Police
Lt. Sam Johnson said.
The number of driving while intoxicated arrests increased from
95 in 1989 to 123 in 1990 — an increase of 29.5 percent, according
to the report.
The increase in DWIs are a result of heightened awareness and
stricter enforcement with drunk
drivers, Ash said.
"There is a conscientious effort
to take drunk drivers off the
street so somebody does not get

hurt," he said.
Other dramatic increases include assaults and occurrences in
vandalism.
The number of assaults were 10
higher in 1990 than 1989, raising
the number to 35 and vandalism
increased from 16 in 1989 to 24 in
1990.
Violations in sex offenses decreased from nine in 1989 to six in
1990. Sex offenses constitute rape
and indecent exposure citations
or arrests, Johnson said.
Other statistics include:
■Forty arrests were made and
29 indictments were handed down
pertaining to various drug charges.
■The department received
$28,000 in drug fines and $6,000 in
forfeitures and seizures during
drug raids.
■Seven vehicles and more than
$100,000 in assets were seized in
1990 drug raids and $60,000 in assets were frozen.

GREEKS
money raised to a branch of Wood
County Hospital, which would be
Underwood, Interfratemity used to purchase new equipCouncil chairperson, said another ment," Underwood said.
goal for Greek Week is to get the
community involved, which could This year's Greek Week is April
be accomplished by having a phi- 15-19, but Pohlmann said a
lanthropy day.
12-month time line is being estab"An idea was to donate the lished for next year.

Underwood said to help implement any changes the Greek
Week steering committees are
being chosen this weekend rather
than next fall, which will aid in
the planning process. Applications for these positions are due
this Friday at noon in the Greek
Life office.

OFFENSES:

1988

1989

1990

14

25

35

4

10
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30

2

2

Receivina Stolen Property

12

23

14
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22

16
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7

9

6

69

210

263

160
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Disorderly conduct
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Unless you
know who
to call...

ALDUS
BGSU Students and Employees

B & T Auto Repair

Senior (Classics

Come out and see us for all
your auto repair needs and get
a 10% discount on all repairs.
We offer complete mechanical
and auto body repairs.

Celebrate being a Senior

Continued from page 1.
"Our commitment to peace in
the Middle East does not end with
the liberation of Kuwait," Bush
said.
Turning to the longstanding
dispute between Israel and its
neighbors, Bush said differences
were "so painful and intractable.
Yet, in the conflict just concluded, Israel and many of the
Arab states have for the first time
found themselves confronting the
same aggressor.
"By now, it should be plain to
all parties that peacemaking in
the Middle East requires compromise," the President declared. "We must do all that we
can to close the gap between Israel and the Arab states and between Israelis and Palestinians.
"A comprehensive peace must
be grounded in U.N. Security
Council resolutions calling on Israel to withdraw from occupied
territories and declaring the right
of all nations in the region to live
in peace within secure borders.

CRIMINAL ARREST COMPARISON

— _^_

D Continued from page 4.

BUSH

FRIDAY, MARCH 8
5-9 p.m.
QUARTERS CAFE
Appetizer & Drink Specials
Raffle Give-aways each hour!

11521 Pemberville Rd.

288-3620

• '^-W^'W^^W'.W^/^Wv'-^/^^

Come and celebrate your "Seniorness" with
Senior Programming Board
Senior Classics is sponsored by the Senior Programming Board

R.E. A/IANAGEINAENT
Specializing in Off-Campus Housing
DRY DOCK
I

March9,1991

Annual

\

(9 - 1 a.m.)
Danny's Type Write
Typewriter
Repair Service

*0

All Makes
• Specialized in IBM •
Student Discounts Available

All
Night

Come In Today For A
Complete Listing Of Available
Housing For Summer and Fall 1991
Get A Chance to Register For
A Free Carribean Cruise For Two!!

113 Railroad St.

RESERVE

ACT NOW!! 352-9302

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

FOR SERVICE CALL

354-1247
Danny Cota... .Technician
ribbons and supplies available
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' Harshman Basement
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SPRING BREAK T-SHIRTS AND
TANK TOPS ARE ON SALE NOW!
Designed by a fellow student, these shirts
celebrate Spring Break in style!
On Sale in the Union Foyer 10-4
TODAY & TOMORROW!
Only $8 - Charge it to your Bursar!

START TOUR CLIMB
TO
CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six week* of Army ROTC leadership training. With
Pay, without obligation.
You'll develop the discipline, confidence, and decisiveness it takes to
succeed in a career. And you'll qualify to earn Army officer
credentials while you're completing your college studies.

Congratulations to Kristen Herner for submitting
the winning design, and thanks to all who entered!
Chuck Bost
Jeff Hiser

Dan Miller
Robin Monarch

n

o

You may pick up your designs in the UAO office.
UAO UAO
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ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMMTTST COLLEGE
COURSE TOO CM TAKE

CONTACT ARMY ROTC
Major Jeff Ovenden 372-2476 Room 151 Memorial Hall
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Sports
Tennis has mixed results Falcon men try to break
EMU swimming dynasty
by Scbasticn Caruthers
sports writer

The men's tennis team went
from one extreme to the other
over the weekend when they
played host to Northern Illinois
and Akron at the Findlay Racquet CTub.
The Falcons didn't play webbest tennis against the Huskies,
losing 7-2, but BG throttled the
Zips (8-1) in one of its better performances of the year.
Capturing wins for the Falcons
In the Huskies match were
freshman Jim Snyder in singles
and seniors Doug Dickinson and
Mike Teets in doubles.
Snyder had some trouble with
David Settelmyer in the first set
(7-5), but he tamed him in the
second set (6-3) to win his third
straight match in a row.
Dickinson and Teets also won
their third match in a row as they
defeated Settelmyer and Steve

Senter in two sets, 7-5,7-6.
"Even though they kept bucking, Doug and I thought we had
control oi the reigns the entire
match," Teets saidT
Also playing well for the Falcons were senior Steve Mudre
and freshman Jeff Huffman. Both
lost in hard fought three setters.

Justin Overholser, Snyder and
Huffman all won in two sets in
singles play. Snyder won his
fourth match in a row as he drilled Scott Huff, 60,6-0.
"I feel really focused right now
and I've been playing with more
confidence in the last few
weeks," Snyder said.
BG totally dominated as they
swept the Zips in doubles action.
Leading the way for the Falcons
was the reliable tandem of Dickinson and Teets. They soundly
defeated Gerd Czevalla and Craig
Dorsey in two sets (6-1, 7-6) for
their fourth win in as many
matches.
"Our games really complement each other," Dickinson
said. "Mike is known for his great
returns and I'm known for my
good serves."

"Northern Illinois was a better
team that day," head coach Gene
Orlando said. "We did not play as
well as we have in our previous
matches, but I believe if we had
another opportunity at the Huskies, the outcome would be
different."
The Falcons didn't need another opportunity with Akron as
they manhandled the Zips from
start to finish.
"Overall it was a great team
performance," Orlando said.
The win over Akron was extra
Koehler and Overholser and
sweet since we haven't beaten the Watson and Snyder had the other
Zips in the last five years."
two wins for BG in doubles as
Todd Koehler, Richard Watson, both duos won in three sets.

by Kevin Cummlngs
sports writer

If winning streaks are made to
be broken, then someone had better give the Mid-American Conference teams a refresher course
in "De-throning Eastern Michigan 101".
EMU enters the MAC swimming championships in Athens,
0. riding atop a wave of 11 consecutive conference crowns and
will defend last year's title starting today at 9:30 a.m.
Teams will have to swim a
gsrfect meet to beat Eastern,"
hio head coach Scott Hammond
said. "I feel ourselves and Miami
can beat them, but that doesn't
mean we will."
Juniors Brian Kaminski, Kevin

HOWARDS club H
210 N. Main

352-9951
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MARCH 7 - 9

Latta and Steve Haugen lead
Bowling Green (2-3 in the MAC,
6-6 overall) on their quest for
their first conference title since
1962.
Kaminski owns the MAC'S second fastest time in the 200 individual medley (1:55.42/BGSU
school record); Latta is second in
the 1000 freestyle (9:44.54); and
Haugen is fourth within the conference in the 200 butterfly
(1:55.03) and owns BG's best time
in the 100 backstroke (53.91).
Kaminski holds the teams
fastest times in the 200 freestyle
(1:43.96), 400 individual medley
(4:12.37), 100 freestyle (47.56)
and 100 individual medley (54.39).
He is also part of four relay teams
that own number one clockings.
"BG and Ball State have some
good individual swimmers, but
may lack the depth to be competitive," Hammond said.
Eastern, (5-0, 5-1) the preseason and post-season favorite to
win its 12th-straight title, bring a
host of swimmers into championship play who currently own or
are near the top in MAC best
clockings.
Owners of top conference times
for EMU include Jeff Shoemaker
in the 50 freestyle (21.20), Todd
Brunty in the 100 freestyle
(46.53). David Krenk in the 200

backstroke (1:52.10), the 400
medley relay team (3:25.33) and
the 400 freestyle relay team
(3:04.66).
Brunty is defending champion
in the 200 breaststroke, as is Reuben Fuhs in the 200 freestyle.
Ball State (3-2,6-3) is led by the
diving tandem of David Keener
and Tim Siefker. Keener has the
best MAC scores in the one meter
(344.25) and three meter (325.12)
events, while Siefker is second in
the one meter (297.15) and third
in the three (299.10).
Dave Dixon, who led the Miami
Redskins in the regular season
(3-2, 7-6), will attempt maintain
his form and bring the title back
to Oxford, O.
Dixon holds the fastest league
times in the 200 butterfly
(1:52.24), 200 breaststroke
(2:03.84) and 200 individual medley (1:52.45). He is also fourth in
the 200 freestyle (1:43.30).
Ohio University (2-3, 9-7) will
be looking to follow the lead of
their women's squad which handily won the MAC title a week ago.
The Bobcats are led by diver
Ron Kontura. Kontura is the
number three diver in the one
meter event (295.10) and the
number two diver in the three
meter (310.05).
G See SWIM, page 7.

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30

NEWLOVE RENTALS

21 and Over
$1 00 cover after 9:30

YOUR NEEDS COME FIRST!
Rent your apt. now and enjoy these special
benefits:

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. /

*Pay your deposit April 15th
*No parental guarantee
'Professional rental agents
*Full time maintenance

* Mini-Pitchers Every Day *

Renting is our only business. . .
We work for you!

Fall 1991 Leases Available
lor

328 S. Main St.

NEW

BGSU's Best

Columbia Courts
Apartments

Home

-& ■& Construction begins
Summer 1991 ■&■&

Video
Is there any of it out there?

Call 352-0717 for more information

CAMPUS

The KEY video yearbook is looking for
student life scenes for potential inclusion in
the 1991 KEY video yearbook supplement.
We'd like to take a look at yours.

FILMS CAMPUS FILMS CAMPUS FILMS

A Wonderful Weekend of

Call Carolyn Goins, 352-8072, after 5:30 p.m.

Thursday, March 7

NEED EXTRA MONEY?

Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington
at

FREE!

9:00pm
in Gish Film Theater

CALL THE HONEYBAKED HAM COMPANY
We are currently hiring for full and port time holiday positions.

FREE,

(Thursday movies in March are 1939 classics.)

Friday, March 8 and Saturday, March 9
-Ml K1>1 K, SI \. SI 'SPK.\SK,
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SURPRISES—SENSATIONAL!" ouuPm
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and
HARRISON > ii K [i 10:00pm
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210 MSC
$15

°

Friday March 8 and Saturday, March 9
Midnight
only
in
210 MSC
$1.50

<■/]/«<■ 'I'c/or/

The Roaring Twenties
7:00pm in Gish Film Theater
CAMPUS

>

•ABOVE AVERAGE STARTING WAGE
•COUNTER SALES AND FOOD
PREPARATION POSITIONS AVAILABLE
•WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHEDULE
CALL YOUR NEAREST HONEYBAKED
FOR MORE DETAILS
CLEVELAND
Parma- 351-1377
Mayfield - 461-1140
Rocky River - 356-0440
Maple Heights - 663-3450
Mentor - 255-3848
Lyndhurst - 464-1800
AKRON
Fairlawn

Sunday, March 10

*""*"

352-5620

FREE

FILMS CAMPUS FILMS CAMPUS FILMS
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CINCINNATI
Kenwood - 891-9411
Northgate - 385-7440
COLUMBUS
McNaughten - 863-9963
Morse Road - 267-1016
Kenny Centre - 459-5350
W. Broad Plaza - 275-3200

867-9770

CENTERVILLE
439-0707
NORTH DAYTON
426-0344

LOUISVILLE
426-0344
LEXINGTON
287-5090

It's All Here in
Black 8c White.
quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services

UniGrciohics
211 West Hall

372-7418

THE BG NEWS

BG en route to its
fifth-straight title
by Brian Dugger
sports writer
The beat goes on.
The BG women's basketball
team's quest for its fifth consecutive Mid-American Conference
tournament title is underway.
By virtue of its 97-75 victory
over Eastern Michigan, the Falcons will travel to Detroit's Cobo
Arena to face Central Michigan in
a MAC semifinal game starting
tonight at 6 p.m. CMU defeated
Ohio University 71-70 in its quarterfinal contest.
For BG, its first-round victory
was its 10th consecutive MAC
tournament win. The last tournament game the Falcons lost
was in 1988, when they lost 67-64
to none other than CMU.
Although BG hasn't enjoyed the
same regular season success
(13-14 record) as in previous
years, head coach Fran voll said
his team shouldn't be counted out
at Cobo.
"We're looking forward to going to Cobo," fie said. "We've
beat every team in the MAC this
year. We feel we have an excellent chance of doing some things
in the final four."
Senior guard Wanda Lyle will
be one of the players the Falcons
will count on in Detroit. Lyle led
BG with 27 points against EMU.
She played high school basketball
O Continued from page 6.
Ohio only lost to EMU by two
points in a dual meet earlier this
season, a deficit Hammond
thinks his team can make up this
time around.
"We lost the meet by twelve
one-hundreds of a second in the
last relay, on the last stroke,"
Hammond said. "If my guys
swim like the women did last
week, we'll be right there in the
end."
Toledo, last year's MAC doormat and winless in league action
this year (0-5,4-6), will depend on
the firepower of Marty Shea's top
1000 freestyle time (9:41.90) and
Kevin Bush, fourth best in the
200 backstroke (1:56.60).

ULTRASONIC
TESTING COURSE
(Technical and industry bound students,
ECHOTECH CORPORATION will
conduct it's U.T. qualification course in
the TOLEDO area. Possible field entrylevel to industrial non-deslructive
testing.
CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR, 40-HOUR
session March 25-29. 30% Student
discount w/id (Corp. rate $690,
students, $460) PREPAID REGISTRATION.
ECHOTECH CORPORATION
Lancaster, Ohio
614-687 5119 24 hr recorder
Leave address & phone for call-back &
description sheet.

BUY 7 ORANGE JUICES

tttttttttttttt
(any size-dispenser only)
in any of the 5
Food Operations dining
halls this week and
receive a free prize by
redeeming orange juice
tokens at THE GALLEY!
PLUS 7 chances to win 2
season passes to

UNLV, OSUareoverranked
R-E-S-P-E-C-T.
Sorry UNLV and Ohio State,
you shouldn't be getting that
much.
Although these are high quality
teams, they shouldn't be ranked
ahead of schools with comparable
talent and more demanding
schedules.
First, let's examine the excruciating roads of these two powerhouses.
The Runnin' Rebels (27-0) play
in the Big West which compared
to the other conferences in overall ratings ranks 10th behind the
Atlantic Coast, Big Eight, Big
East, Big Ten, Southeastern,
Pacific Ten, Metro, Southwest,
and Atlantic Ten Conferences.
Just looking at its schedule
strengths alone, it's easy to see
how UNLV (75.08) can be undefeated and how the Buckeyes
(75.94) only have two losses.
The Runnin' Rebels did play
quality teams such as Arkansas,
Michigan State and New Mexico
State, but they compete in the
less than stellar Big West and
only have to get pumped up for
four games — NMSU (twice) and
their two non-conference battles.
Compare this to the talented
ACC and the Big East where they
never get a rest. Every night,
home or away, they're playing an
opponent that can beat tnem —
these teams are for real too.
Just look at the past decade's
dominating teams Georgetown,
Syracuse, Seton Hall — alTpartic-

at Detroit's Martin Luther King
High School and she is looking
forward to her return to the
motor city.
"That's really why I gave it a
real good effort [Wednesday].
It's always nice to return home,
Lyle said. "My old high school
teammates and coaches come out
to see me play. I like being at
home."
Carla Sterk and Sue Nissen will
lead the CMU effort. Sterk and
Nissen were recently named to
the all-MAC first team and both
finished in the top 10 in conference scoring and rebounding
leaders.
The two teams split their two
games this year. The Chippewas
prevailed 72-60 at Anderson
Arena and the Falcons returned
the favor with a 78-66 victory in
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
"It will be a good game,"Voll
said. "Central's got a good team.
We're going up there [Detroit]
with the idea that we want to play
well and we want to beat Central."
The winner of the BG-CMU
game will play in the championship on Saturday at 2 p.m. against
the winner of the Toledo-Kent
State contest.

SWIM

Celebrate
St. Patrick's Day
with The Limmerick Rakes

(John Connelly Band)
at

Campus Pollyeyes on March 13th
Two Shows 8pm & iipm
S4 cover per show in advance or S5 nighi of show.

Reservations only!
440 E. Court
H

G

H

V

0

Seating Limited
352-9638

L

Bowling Green State University
College of Musical Arts
presents

ipated in the NCAA Tournament
Finals. And who could forget the
All-Big East Final pitting the
Hoyas against Villanova in which
the underdog Wildcats prevailed.
This season experts have predicted the Big East could have as
many as seven teams in the
NCAA's — compared to just two
from the Big West and possibly
only four from the Big Ten.
The ACC is quite similar with
numerous participants in the
Finals and Final Four including
N.C. State, North Carolina, Virginia, and Duke.
This year the ACC should have
at least five big party participants.
For the Buckeyes it's a story of
playing well in a conference experiencing a down year.
OSU (25-2) only encountered
two major challenges against Indiana and MSU. They stood up to

these challenges but again, how
hard can it be to get up for four
games.
Oops, I forgot about the Mourning-less Georgetown matchup —
but doesn't the Mourning-less say
it all.
Look at its early season schedule including the well-known powerhouse BethuneCookman's, Delaware State's,
Youngstown State's, Chicago
State's, Wright State's, Tennessee State's, the list goes on.
I'm not the only person who believes that these teams would
perform differently if they played
a tougher schedules. When CBS's
Jim Nance asked basketball expert Billy Packer if UNLV would
go undefeated in the Big East,
Packer responded, "There's no
easy nights in the Big East, they
would lose at least one game."
"They are two of the best teams
in the country and Ohio State is
obviously having one of its best
years," said SU head coach Jim
Boeheim in a telephone interview
Friday. "Both teams have stood
up to all their challenges and
would both do very well in our
conference and would be among
the top teams."
Even though these two teams

are No. 1 and No. 2 in about every
poll in the country, the problem
with respect lies within the voters
who grossly overlook schedule
strength.
Compare both teams' schedule
strengths to that of No. 3 Arkansas 28-3 (79.26), No. 4 Indiana 25-4
(78.96), No. S Syracuse 28-4
(77.55), No. 6 Duke 25-6 (79.34),
No. 7 UNC 22-5 (80.14), No. 8 Arizona 24-6 (80.16), No. 10 Kentucky
22-6(81.16).
These teams may have more
losses but doesn't the constant
pressure of their demanding
schedules explain this?
For those of you who don't think
schedule strength matters, then
explain to me why it's one of the
major factors in process of choosing and seeding teams for the
NCAA Tournament.
"It would be very tough for
them (UNLV) to get through the
Big East or ACC without aloss,"
basketball analyst Dick Vitale
said.
And for all you Buckeye fans I
would like to remind you of the
72-67 loss to Purdue Wednesday
night — it was probably because
they didn't wake up in time.
Jamie Joss is assistant sports
editor for The News

PageMaker for Macintosh
and PC-compatible computers
is now available with a great
education discount

•k-tr-tcir-tr-tr-Cr-tr-Cftr-if

TIRED

OF
ROOMMATE
HASSLES?
TRY A ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
OR AN
EFFICIENCY
at

Joseph Holmes
Dance Theatre

POE ROAD
^APARTMENTS*
^215 E. Poe Road*

Friday, March 8*8 p.m. • Kobacker Hall • BGSU
Tickets: $8, $14, $20 (Students receive a S? a.scouni)

To reserve tickets, call 419/372-8171
Supported in pan with a grant from Arts Midwest and the Ohio Arts Council

•—■

CHARLESTOWN and
MID AM MANOR

t Call 352-0717

?On your list of things to do make sure to stop
PRIORITY!

in at

University Village
&

University Courts Apts.

Within walking distance to campus for
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning.
641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.O.

352-4380

.d

*
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APARTMENTS

Contact: Resident Manager ,

Cedar Point!

Thursday. Motch 7. 1991

They are now renting!
•
•
•
•
•

1 and 2 Bedroom apartments
9 and 12 month leases
Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included
Central air
No pets please

Walking Distance To Campus!

(419) 352-0164 0

Clough & Mercer
Bowling Green

i

BGSU's Most Coolest

B.G.S.U. FOOD OPERATIONS
1. We try foods in all vegetable oil to reduce
saturated fat and cholesterol. 2. We use only
corn oil margarine for cooking and customer
use. 3. We offer only fresh, fluid milk for
cooking and drinking purposes, both 2% and
skim milk are always available. 4. Wc use grain
products (flour, breads, cereals) enriched with
the nutrients thiamin, riboflavin, niacin and
iron. 5. We always offer a low calorie salad
dressing. 6. Fresh fruits and vegetables are
always available. 7. Low fat turkey, ham and
roast beef are always available on the Deli-toGo sandwich line.
B.G.S.U. Food Operations Supports National Nutrition Month 1991

Ike Wond's Most Di^noSicai falter!
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It's 3 A.m. You'ie tiled. You're vulnerable.
Suddenly the late movie "***'•::
ou
flicker* on your TV screen. Next thing y know zombies, biker chics,
and killer tomatoes are everywhere. You've been STUNG BY THE B's. A
look at "B" movies tomorrow in THE INSIDER.

CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS

Rock Sold WFAL Preeanta
Spring Breakaway lo Daytonall
Thursday. March 7th
■ UPTOWN
Win graat pnzae at night long.
mdurkng a trio tor 2 lo DA YTONA

WANT TO TRee>7
ICEC Presents
Speaker on atr ass management
by SOLO
Sunday. March 10. 7 00 pm
Welcome lo al majora
Electiona wane nek)
• pnzee and rafraahmanta

For Outdoor AcltiUM
Cal 364 7118

INATTENTION KNK>mill
Oon'l target Senior Apprenanon Day at Ouer
ter's Cafe Marco 6. 5pm 9pm ■ Happy Horn
Coma Join In The Fun'
'' WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS ''
Will Mai Thursday. March 7 at 7 pra HI 110
Havee. Amy Pruatar will apeak on kitanv
ehlpe. Alao. Iha alactlon procaaa for now
offlcere will begin. Anyone who warrta to run
tor an office ahouk) attand. QuaaMonT Cal
Am,. 3S4-«705
A MA
1M1 - INI Board ol rjlreetore.
Pra aidant: Nodra Saundara
Exec. Vice President Mara Robertson
V.P. Actlvltlei Tarry Dollar
V.P. Communlcatlona. Suaan Krelger
v a Memberahlp: Diana Zlmmar
V.P. Promotion a. Krlatan Scholi
V.P. Public Relations Daanna Olcenro
V.P FIna nca Joal Name
CONGRATULATIONS!
AM*
Executive Board Elaclkxia
Inteirlew lor remaining executive poaHtona
March (-17th. Call Nadra at 114-67(7
or Mart at U4-M74 lor mora Inlormallon
DRY DOCK ■ JAZZ NrOHT
Vaah. thai Sat 3 9-91 Dry Oock la having Ita
annual Jan MahL Coma and Helen lo 2 graat
groupa aa Jazz Ma tha Dock from 9-1 am Aa
arwaya - admraann la traa a Dry Oock la locatad
In tha baaamanl of Harahman Quad - Saa you
tharal
FEMINIST FOP LIFE
Daborah Wlaanar of Ohio Farrantal'a for Ufa
apaaka on Pro-Ufa lemmevn and abortion
Monday March 11 8 00 pm
2nd door Studant Union faculty lounga

Win a trip tor 2 to
Oaytone Beach. Florida
Courtaey ol ROCK SOUO WFAL
at UPTOWN
Thuraday. March 7tn

BG'a newaat. claaay salon offers
' New Wolff Tanning Beds
11 Wens - $20 00
• He. Cula $8 00
529PadgeSt BG

FOUND 1991 datebook in Memorial Hal on
Fab 27 Cal 384-9740 aak for Deneen or
leave a meaaage

Bram Ovanee and taalea Lunge Liver Kidneya Adrenal Glanda Bone Marrow Martfuan
ii chemiceta are stored and stay m many parts
ofelobody

FOUND Textbook on South Summit Street
Cal 354-9740 aak lor Deneen or leave meeaaga
LOST thick, male, gold Ink chain bracelet on
2/14 Poaafbty at Eaaystreet or around Main
St. Wooeter. P*e St area Graat sentimental
value LARGE REWARD Pleaae cal Jus at
353-8736

SERVICES OFFERED
POWERFLO MOBILE DJ SERVICE
Beat price in sound around
Cal 874-8884
PREGNANT?
We can help Free pregnancy teata and succor trve services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Canter Cal 354 HOPE
Taking raaervabbna now lor Summer storage
CalStor-Alal352-4S41
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable ratea with accuracy.
Cal 352-3987 from 8am lo 9pm

PERSONALS

New Job leads
700 to 1000 lobe par month
Entry Level
Intemehtpe
Summer Jobs
Cal Now 352-8435

Daylona Beech Florida
Win a trip for 2 from WFAL
on Thuraday, March 7th
at UPTOWN
Great Rock1 Tone ol Prizes'
DRY DOCK ■ JAZZ NIGHT
Yeah, na Sat 3 9 91 Dry Desk la having Its
annual Jan Night Come and Helen lo 2 great
groups aa Jazz tea tha Dock from 0-1 am Aa
arwaya • admission la free A Dry Dock «locatad
In the baaamanl ol Harahman Quad • See you
there'
Earn $1.0O0"e weekly'
Dfrecl maN reps needed Prepare meters at
home In your spare time S3 for each mailer you
prepare prepare aa many aa you wish No
Quota' For further detass sand SI along with a
long SASE to Ohio Mailing association 3788
Flahcreek Rd
Suite 309. Akron, OH
44224 5408
Flying m straight from Arizona
Laat Bowkng Green Virgin??
Are virgins becoming extinct In BG?
Tonight at tha Union Hotel
Have lots of lunll
We Love Ya
Love.
K.A.S.H.

KARATE CLUB SELF DEFENSE CLINIC
Laat ona of the year
8 00 MIDDLE EPPLER GYM
Wear iooee clothing and bring a friend
BE SAFE IN 8 0

• ZBT • ZBT • ZBT ■ ZBT ■
Congratulations to Mike Draper for being elected Vice-President of Ruahl
• ZBT • ZBT " ZBT ■ ZBT '

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
You didn't think we were eenoue.
but rt'a true.
WE ARE OOINQ BOWLING TONIOHTI
Be at the Union Bowing AJey at 8 30 PM
Al you need » yourself and # 1' Don't forget
electiona are next weak, too We're looking
forward to eeemg everyone - FACULTY, tool If
you heve quesliona please call Shelll
{37248951 Seeyoutherel

AGO ' Carcane Roaer ' AGO
Congratulations on your poatlon aa Aerobics Instructor Jane Fonda better watch out' Saa ya
next year at the Rec'
AGO Karen Lagger AGO
Angle Hclthaua
Congtatuajtlona on your new exec positions of
Golden Key Alpha Gams m Actionl
AQDVIP'aKaap up the spall' Ws a/a al behind you

100%"!

Help prevent chad abuse
Arrest someone for S1
Table In MSC al week 9-5 30
KAPPA DELTA JAIL N-BAIL
MARCH B
Households with an annual income over
$100,000 have tha highest rate ol substance
abuse of al income groups GET THE FACTS
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BY MARCH 15. 1 901 PICK
UP APPLICATION IN 108 REC CENTER GET
INVOLVED IN PLANNING THE INTRAMURAL
PROGRAM
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Women's Sgle S
Dole RacQuetbaU - March 12 Coed Bowing March 18: Man's 8 Women's Soccer - March
10: Coed 3 Pitch Softball - April 2. Coed >
Men's Sols Tennis • Apr! 3 Al entries due by
4 00pm on due dale in 108 Rec Center
LADIES
Appearing Thuraday night March 7. 7 30 - 10.
mala dancers "Man ol Desire." $5 advance. $7
al the door Musi be 21

AmySklener
Happy 21st. babe
Look out BGI

Lisa King.
No more aweet talk No more has. From now on
my actions will prove my love lo you.
Bretl Furlord

AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT » AOTT
Congratulations Krta Wayman for biang chosen
as the CeB.net Member ol the Month'

MarBjana smokers may carry the same risk for
kmg cancer aa cigarette somkers. even when
they smoke leas in a day.

Entropy •
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by Chuck Bost
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Omega Ptx Alpha
III' Lynn Murphy
Gel peyched lor the Big/Lime
Ceremony on Sunday
Love.
Your Big???
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
You didn't think wa were senous.
but it's true
WE ARE QOINO BOWLING TONIGHT!
Be et the Union Bowing Aaey st 8.30 pm Al
you need is yourself and $1' Don't forget elections are next week too We're looking forward
lo seeing everyone - FACULTY, too! ft you
have question please cal She* (372-4895)
See you there'
PHI MU * VIP'S ' PHI MU
What would Phi Mu be without our dearVIP'S
What would PM Mu do without each and
every one ol you?' We're behind you 110SII
WeloyeouiVlPV
Pre) MU • VaP'B • PHI MU •
Phi Mu VIP'a are aweeome!
Phi Mu VIP's are krredl
Phi Mu VIP'a are aupportedl
Phi Mu lover, their VIP 'si
RAPE SURVIVORS SUPPORT GROUP STARTING MARCH 13 FOR INFO CALL THE UNK
352 1545
Reggae Tribute to Bob Marley. Sat Feb 23
was an ine time Groovemaster music. real nice
Nuff Respect to al brethren and sistren
RUSSIAN CLUB
Thursday. March 7
1 12BABIdg 7pm
New Members Weicoma
Sigma Kappa
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa would eke to congratulate Lisa Hauptman and Terrte Gledwlsh on
a successful year as Falconetles

Spring Break Trip Qlveewaylll
Thuraday. March 7th at UPTOWN
Rock al night with WFAL and win
T shirts. Beer Lights. CD's etc
ThetaChl • Theta Chi
Cabinet Member ol the Week - Dan Smith
Brothers ol the Week
JP Patchett
Charlie Johnson
Theta Chi •Theta Chi

Heel 1 Sole Shoe Repair
now located at
1505 s. Main. next to Ben Franklin

Alpha Lambda Delta
General Meeting. Thuraday. March 7
at 7 30 pm In 411 South Hal

• rotowed by officer nomlnatlona

MORTAR BOARD
Thanks to al ol you lor your patience 8 support
during selections The process defWtery stinks.
but you al are terrific' A special thanks to Kan.
Room and ol course Jenny lor their advice &
navar ending help
Lynette

SPRING BREAK B1DAYTONA OR CANCUN
Cancun $390. Daytona $149
Don't miss out on the beat Spnng Break tripe
available, reserve your fun in tha sun now.
.
spots are fakng up last' Cal Kathy for mora Inlormallon at 354-5687

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair) Delinquent tax property
Reposslsstons Your area 11) 805 982-8000
Ext GH-9849 for current reposst

' Lort (brg sh-t) Loneway ■
You're fmaly legaty legal
Have an aweeome day
Happy 2 1st Birthday
Love Ya.'Little (eh-tlD"

JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS
Appecations available lo majora a irtnora m 319
Waal Hat Deadline March 11. 1991

PSYCHOLOGY PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR
Pay Chi/ UPA Faculty Appreciation Award
Nomination Forma Available on 2nd Floor
Lounge. Psychology BuHdlng

BE SMART OONT START
March 3-8 ra National CoesgeHe Drug Aware
naaa Weak Cal 2-2310 for more information
on substance i

Bob Merley Reggae Tribute. Sat Feb 23 n Pure mceoeea Groovamaater vlbaa • nuff respect Peece One Love Cool Ronntngs

If YOU PtAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 11.
1991 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1. 1991 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN.
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE

Sunday March 10th
al 7-30 In Iha Cellar la

AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO
The eaters ol Alpha Cm Omega would eke lo
congratulate Michelle KoMar on her recant
peering toWHty Karnara ol Kent State Baal
atahaall
AXO " AXO • AXO ' AXO ■ AXO

LOST * FOUND

Haar an A/ab-taraa* parapactlva on tha Paralan
Guff War Oaoud Bahouty. profaaaor of methemahca from tha Tachnlon In Haifa wet apaak
Thuraday 8-9 pm in 204 MoaaMy at Iha Undaratandng tha MKMaal' aerlea Evaryona welcome'
^

PHI UPSK.ON OMICRON
SPRING INITIATION

Attention Beginner Guitar Players
Learn lo play guitar m your apare fane $10-hr
from a Berklae Cosege of Music graduate Contact Jamie M 372-4551 Leaver

IT'S 0*1*1*,

'

V

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS
DO YOU WANT TO BECOME
MORE INVOLVEO WITH
INTRAMURALS?
APPLICATIONS FOR 1001 -02
ARE DUE BY
MARCH 15. 1091
APPLY IN 108 REC CENTER
vrvarm. Calledrlne No-Doze. Before you use
these lo study for mid-terms, think about the
long term effects STUDY EARLY
Watch lor upcoming FREE SEMINARS on popu
lar software packages courtesy of IBM PS/2
andYout

WANTED

New Job leads
700 to 1000 jobs per month
Entry level
Internships
Summer Jobs
Cal Now 352-8435

* * Summr Sublt—tf Nttded * * *
1 -2 persons for Fox Run Apt Air, wash/drysr.
$300 al summor A uhJ Call Ho»y or Trad.
354 8513
1 or 2 roommates needed for August '91 to
August 92 University Wage Apta Contact
Jenny at 353-51 71
26 OVTWIQht men 4 women needed
Must be 25 lbs. or more overweight FORMU 3 weight Joes centers. We are kmkJng for overweight men A women to participate In our
weight loss program for advertising purpose*
Those who participate In this special program
wil receive a significant discount off the regular
program price Call today 354-4500.

Fatman
l*|"!tE CNiOYINCl A
k*-Vtr«.t5MiK«S STICK OF
OOM.DiOr. DaxiLSON
< SLOCMJCB ) Acci Oewtt.-r
STVMISLXLS UPON A GeOuP

250 COUNSELORS and tnelructore needed'
Private coed, summer camp In Pooono Mountains. I^ortheeatern Pennsylvania Lorvkan. PO
Box 234BG. Kentworth. NJ 07033 (908)
278-0998
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
Part Time PoaaBon in Marketing/ Sales Dept
No Tstemejkettng Must have a car
$7 25loaawtcal1t'5pm382-1060G
Attention Business Students
TASP' Internationa, Is looking lor highly motivated students to n management positxms this
summer Earn $7.000-$tO.OOO white Du*td*ng
your resume and gaining valuable experience
Territories are open across Ohio, particutarfy
Cleveland. Sandusky. Manifletd. Lima, and
Columbua. For more information cal Gregg
Merlcua st 1-800-543-3792 Territories are
filing quickly, so cal today'
Attractive out-going female to model sportswear for local company
Pt-time
No
exp necessary Cal 354-9446. aak for Mark
Camp Counselors and Activity Specialists
wanted for Camp Courageous, a residential
summer camp lor people with mental retardation and developmental di&abatles Contact the
Camp Director. 151 N Michigan. Suite 200.
Toiedo. OH 43624 (419)242 4412.
Counselors wanted Trim down-fHne**. co-ed.
NYScamp 100 positions sports, crafts, many
others Camp Shane. Ferndale. NY 12734
(914)292-4045
FAST
FUNORAISINQ
PROGRAM.
$1000 In Juit ona week
Earn up to $ 1000 for your
campus organization Ptue
a chance at $5000 morel
Thia program works' No
Investment needed. Cal
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50
Like to sell?
Like to play gam**?
DO Both!
Make money by se*ng the latest new card
game SAKl Make up to $96 per dozen sold
Compete for cash bonuses based on sales perromance Work on your own schedule on campus. Arrange for an Interview by cattng Jim at
419-666-3333 "You may cal coHect" Be one
of the select few chosen Cal now. Minimum
investment In Inventory under $1001
Need Career Experience?
Find out why Procter A Gamble. Xerox, ft GE
want to htre students who have worked the
Summer with Southweatem. Please drop your
name, major, ft phone no to OCMB 2562
Part Ome warehouse help in BG area. Apply In
person at 419 Gould. Clarke Power Products
SALARIED MARKETING INTERNSHIPS
AVAILABLE. Promot-ons/Pubec Reeitlons snd
Group Safes areas at Qjeauga Lake, Aurora.
OH. Candidates avaeabie weekends beginning
May 4 given priority Dairy Memorial through
Labor Day Computer use and strong communlcations skiis requ-red Send resumes to
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
GEAUGA LAKE
1060 North Aurora Road
Aurora. OH 44202 (216) 662-7131
STUDENT COURT needs Asa't Student Secretary to work P/T Duties Include typing snd filing. In addition to working some evenings. II Interested, please cal 372-2969 and ask tor Carol
orKeate
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Full-time summer positions are available In our
Auto Travel Dept Qualified indMduate wil have
a working knowledge ol major U.S. Highway
systems and exceaant communlcatlona skills
Candidates should be available to train during
Spring Break. The openings are located in the
greeter Cleveland area. Mentor. Ravenna.
Nfles, NorwaaV. and Boardman. Rate ot pay will
be between $4.50 and $4 75 per hour. Interested individuals should cal (216) 361 -6016.
SUMMER JOBS PUT-ir+flAY
THE PERRY HOUOAY MOTEL IS NOW SEEKING STUDENTS FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. GREAT JOBS. GREAT PAY, ANO LOTS
OF FUN1III CALL TODAY 419-285-2107 or
WRITE THE PERRY HOUOAY. P.O. BOX 1B0,
PUT-IN-BAY. OH . 43456.

FOR SALE
1987 Honda CRX - HP Mail AC, new
Wes/exhaust 53,000 $5,000 or best After
5 00. 425-2031. Findlay.
1990 Dodge Grand Caravan V6 AC. PS. PB.
power locks, AM/FM stereo cassette Low
MilesUkeNew'$14,900 Cal 353-3549

HELP! 1-2 (emate roommate* needed for
Summer Cal 353-9839 after 6.30 pm

85 Honda Nighthawk 450. 3700 mesa Beat
offer 352-6496

Immedaatery looking for one roommate for Fal
'91. fun outgoing girts. Sl65'month A electric
Cal ASAP 372-3194.

Cannondale ST-600 (18 speed aluminum touring bike). 25" Frame (tal). $626. 362-6343,
372-2097.

NEED A PLACE FOR THE SUMMER?
House • located near campus; cheap rent ft eJr
conditioned
2-3 people needeed. Call
354 6895
Roommate wanted for Unrv. Court Apt Own
bdrm. Rent negotiable For more Information
cal Marsha-354-7299
Summer Sub • leaser needed. 3 BDR house
Cal 354 9739

•f

$10 $400 Up WEEKLY. Mating Brochure*1
RUSH SeM'Addreeaed Envelope
Income.
1060 Lake*td*. SuR* 301 CDE Riviera. AZ
86442

Female subieaser wanted ASAP $113 a
month 1 1 2 blocks from campus 354-5289

Male roommate needed for '91-92 School
year Cal Andy 352-4303.

■ bv John Boissy

HELP WANTED

Threa fun females looking for a sub baser for
Fal '91 Fnuee Ave Apia 2 bedroorns, 2 bath.
CalJenl at 2-3884

For Sale: Trophy caae; glaaa tlldlng door.,
two upper ehetvee, one tower, wooden framing; and enclosed dark brown paneling.
$75.00 or BEST OFFER. Also, a fcftotty-ptne
multi-purpose aheil unit with cabinet. Two
glaaa shelves; lower 2-door cabinet with mini
shelf. $75.00 or BEST OFFER. H Interested,
contact Lisa Everhart (372-6716) or Laurie
Kenan (372-1 $09) at the Alpha Chi Omega
hosiM.

Want an exotic, low-malnlanance pet? Try a
snake' Package includes vivarium, cover, heat
rock, water bowl, book on enekes $85 00
total Cal 352-4271

FOR RENT
1-3 Non-amoking fematea to rent furrManed
apartment Available now 353-5074
2 BDRM APTS-FURN i UNFUHN
Near Hartisman Free heat t cable TV
0-12 or Summer lea Rate-kilo sheets
aval iront desk Best Western Falcon
Plaza Motel (across from Harahman).

30* High
2 BR turn apta
free heal, water a sewer
gi/2molisaaa
laundry laceWee
private perking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
32t S. Main, 352-5620

704 5th St
2 bedroom, completely turn.
Microwave, AC 4 laundry laca
2,3.4 person rates
352-3445
Hours 9-9. local owner

709 Fifth
2 BR BRAND NEW apts
2 lull baths J dishwasher
9 1/2 mo a 12moktaeee
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. Main. 352-5020

801/803 FIFTH
2 BR turn 8 unfum apts
free heat, water A sewer
91/2 moli
laundry fi
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. Main, 352-5820
A law good tennaiTIB needed
Ml Vernon Apartments. 802 6th St
2 Bad, Furnished. Dishwashers, PaM Utilities
Cal Gary at 353-7934.
Carry Rentals - 2 bedroom apts/houaee for 2 •
3 • 4 students Vary near campus. New Ratea
AraUablal Cal 362-7385
Fal 91-92 only. Ona bedroom unfumkuied
apartment and two-bedroom unfurnlahed
apartment
Cal VHage Green Apartments
364-3533
Furnished 2 bdrm house UM turn, except
etec. Open lor Summer semester. 319 E.
Evers Cal 668 3036
Houses tor rent 2 S 3 bedrooms. 1991-1992
school year Cal 352-2330 or 354-2854 after
8:00 pm.
Need an apt lor summer or tal? WE HAVE
NEARLY 500 UNITS'
Furnished or unfurnished apta
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354-2280 or stop at 319 E Wooeter
(across from Taco Bel)
to pick up our Hating 8
speak with our friendly staff
Nice 3 bedroom house, close to campua. low utaWea, 12 month lease Starting Auguat '91.
$5 7 5 mo
718 third St
Call Carle
1-433-4474
Ona A two bdrm. turn. apta. available lor
1991-1992 or Summer. 9 8 12 month laaaaa
Cal 352 4968
One 8 Two BR turn. apta. 9 8 12 mo. and summer laaaaa aval. S 8 V Rentals 500 Lehman
(next lo bua elation). 352-7454
RE Management
Has apartments tor rent for Summer and Fal
1991. Mention this ad when signing a new
Mae. 3/5 - 3/16, and gat $50 off first
month'stera. 113RaatoadSt 352 9302
Ready to settle down In quieter surroundings?
710 Seventh St. 2 bedroom unfum. heat 1 AC
paid 352-3446
Senkxa and Grade
803-816 8th St.
2 bdrm, gas heat
AX, spacious
9 1,28 l2moleases
Laundry, private parking
JAY-MAR APTS.
364-6038
Smal house lor rent In BG $280 per month
I-832-3881
Summer Sublease
face Apt. AC. Pool, room for 2 people
354-4993
Threa Apart mania In house
Ctoee to campua. 443 N. Enterprtee:
AptA1 bdrm. cute. 12
mo. lease. Auguat 91. S340/mo.
Apta 3 bdrm . LR. kitchen den. bath, 12 mo.
lease. Auguat 91 $575 mo
Apt C Large efficiency. 12 mo lease. Aug 91
$286/mo.
call Carle et 1 -433-4474

Laser 128 Apple compatible computer BuHt-m
single disk drive, 13" Magnavox color monitor,
G*mlnl dot matrix printer. Large assortment of
software Paid $950 00. riegotlebie Cal
364-3271. aak for Brian.

VTaage Green Apartments
now renting lor Summer only
Cal after 11:00 am 364-3633.

Round Trip Ticket from Toledo
toOnando. Fid 3/22-3/30(1991)
352-5959 After 4:30

Vraage Green Apertments
Now renting lor Summer only I
Cal after 11.00 am 354-3638

CLA-ZEL THEATRE
DOWUNC GREEN • iM-1161

iWUiUiHivtiEictteMiti
lUMly: 7:15 ni 9:15
(CW^WeEj* rlCTuau

<&$££%
TOaiSHT IS BANSII BtSMTI
Ml SEATS $2.50

. .

Sanyo stereo system > ska new. Complete
* ■double caaeafle deck. AM FM lunar. amraV
fler. turntable, speakers a cab.net Price negotiable Cal Diana, 353 B65S between S-10.30
pm

Small
Cheese
Pizza

$1.79
Extra item 80
inside Only

Campus Pollyeyes
440E. Court
352-9638
or
Pagliais
945 S. Main
352-7571

